Abstract-The fundamental characteristics of SOA, loose coupling and on-demand integration, enable organizations to seek more flexibility and responsiveness from their business IT systems. However, this brings challenges to assure QoS, especially availability, which should be considered in an integrated way in an SOA environment. Traditionally, availability is measured for each IT resource, but within SOA environments, rather than being considered individually, availability should be analyzed from an end-to-end view from both business and IT perspectives. In this paper, to address the availability problem of SOA, we propose a methodology that analyzes availability weak points in SOA deployment frameworks, leveraging workflow definitions that specify availability requirements at business level. This methodology includes an effective way to calculate highavailability enhancement recommendations for a given SOA deployment topology with near-minimum cost, while meeting the business-level availability requirements. A prototype has been implemented as an extension to IBM's SOA deployment framework. Its efficiency and performance are analyzed here.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE SERVICE-ORIENTED Architecture (SOA) provides on-demand integration capabilities by loosely composing one or more services. This loose coupling enables SOA to offer clear benefits [1] and opens up new opportunities for organizations to become more flexible and responsive. However, this architecture brings challenges to Information Technology (IT) management and complicates Quality of Service (QoS) measurement precisely because of its loosely coupled nature: it is frequently difficult to determine which systems and services are contributing to an SOA service, and how they may be failing to deliver the required quality of service. Traditionally, availability is measured for each IT resource. But within SOA environments, rather than merely considering the availability of individual IT resources, one must take an end-toend viewpoint. Moreover, the relationships between business workflows and the supporting IT resources are complex and dynamic. For example, one service can be invoked by several business workflows, while each business workflow usually invokes multiple services.
To ensure availability, redundancy-based High Availability (HA) solutions are the primary approach, including clustering [2] , hot-failover [3] , recursive restartability [4] , and Redundant Array of Independent Disk (RAID). However, these solutions are usually expensive and their cost, capabilities and implementation difficulties also vary greatly. Thus, it becomes quite difficult to plan HA solutions in a cost-effective manner. Traditionally, IT architects rely on experience to decide which HA solutions should be applied to which IT resources with what degree of redundancy. However, this experience-based approach to HA is difficult to apply to SOA environments, because the large number of involved IT systems and the complex relationships among them are beyond the comprehension of most humans.
Moreover, even if all single points of failure have been eliminated, some of the (redundant) IT resources still may not exhibit the necessary availability level to satisfy the requirements of the business, so it may be necessary to introduce even more redundancy in order to meet the availability requirements. Hence, the key to delivering a cost-effective HA architecture is to determine the right HA level for each IT system, based on the trade-off between its outage loss and redundancy cost: too little redundancy could result in costly outages, and too much could be an expensive waste.
In this paper, we define an availability weak point as an IT resource that is not providing sufficient availability to meet current business requirements, but for which we can provide a cost-effective HA enhancement in order to meet these availability requirements. Therefore, to apply HA solutions [2] [3] over SOA environments in a cost-effective manner, identifying and analyzing availability weak points is the starting point. In a previous article [5] , we proposed a workflow-based weakpoint analysis methodology to address this challenge. The methodology determines which deployed IT resources need to have their availability enhanced, and to what extent, in order to satisfy the business-level availability requirements while keeping the overall cost close to the minimum. In this paper, we further refine and evaluate our methodology, and analyze the efficiency and performance of the prototype that implements it as an extension to IBM's SOA deployment framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the basic structure of our availability weakpoint analysis methodology. In Section III, we present our algorithm for calculating a near-optimal solution. In Section IV, we describe our implementation and evaluate experimental results. In Section V, we study related work. In Section VI, we conclude the paper and discuss future work. 
II. WEAK-POINT ANALYSIS
In this work, we define a three-level workflow hierarchy to enable work-point analysis: business workflow, application workflow and IT resource workflow. Firstly, we assume that business workflows are defined in some machine-readable format, such as Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [6] , and that a business workflow includes "pointers" (e.g., Web service references) to the services that support the various steps of this business workflow. As services are implemented by given applications, we define an application workflow as the application chain that supports the given business workflow.
Furthermore, secondly, as applications should be supported by their hosted underlying IT resources, we assume that the hosting and dependency relationships among the various IT resources are also available in some machine-readable format, either as standard deployment documents from the design phase, or as the result of a discovery process running against the IT infrastructure. By analyzing the hosting and dependency relationships, an IT resource workflow is defined as the IT resource chain that supports a given application workflow that further supports the given business workflow.
Based on these assumptions, our weak-point analysis methodology can first construct relationships between business workflows and IT resources by workflow mapping; then, based on these relationships, it can calculate the optimized HA enhancement recommendation for the current SOA deployment topology.
The main building blocks of our methodology are depicted in Fig. 1 ; they are grouped in three modules.
A. Workflow Specification Module
The Workflow Specification Module maps business workflows to IT resources, where each business workflow is annotated with availability requirements. In this paper, availability requirements are defined by an uptime ratio, which represents the percentage of time a business workflow is available; for example, 99.9% means that end users tolerate a downtime of at most 86.4 seconds per day for this workflow. Such Fig. 2 . Workflow mapping over the SOA deployment topology availability requirements are typically specified by business architects. The mapping is performed from the business level to the application and IT resource levels by inspecting the hosting and dependency relationships that are defined in the SOA deployment topology.
As Fig. 2 shows, through the hosting relationships specified over the SOA deployment topology, Workflow 1 and Workflow 2 are mapped to the IT resource level. However, in a more complex scenario, direct mapping based only on hosting relationships is inadequate: business workflow branching and implicit dependency discovery need to be considered.
Business workflow branching describes a situation when the business workflow contains conditional branches and the branch to be selected next depends on current conditions. For a business workflow that implements complex business functions, it is common to have several conditional branches. Fig. 3 illustrates a workflow with two conditional branches at points A and B. When this workflow runs, only one path through the workflow is executed. Therefore, modeling business workflows from an HA standpoint poses a problem in case of branching. On the one hand, the availability requirement is specified on the overall business workflow; on the other hand, only a subset of the service components are executed for any given runtime invocation, depending on branch conditions. Under these circumstances, mapping business-level HA requirements to applications and IT resources is not straightforward. To deal with this problem, we break up a complex workflow into several sub-workflows, where each subworkflow represents a path through the complex workflow. Thus, to guarantee the availability of a complex workflow, we only need to guarantee the same availability for all its sub-workflows. This technique can be applied to all types of workflow, including business workflows.
As depicted in Fig 3 , the complex workflow is transformed into three separate sub-workflows. We treat each sub-workflow as a complete business workflow, which can be directly taken as input by the Weak-Point Analysis Module.
Based on a "flat" (i.e., non-branching) business workflow, our mapping mechanism constructs lower-level application workflows and IT resource workflows by deriving dependencies from the business workflows according to hosting and dependency ("uses") relationships. In this mechanism, besides noting the explicit dependencies of the higher-level workflows (e.g., from Web service references), implicit dependencies are also used to construct the lower-level workflows. An implicit dependency is a relationship that is not expressed in the higher-level workflows, but should be taken into account in the lower-level workflows. When mapping from business workflows to application workflows, implicit business dependencies (which express the dependencies from applications to databases or to other application components in the application topology) should be considered for constructing the application workflows. Dependencies between Enterprise ARchive (EAR) modules and databases are a typical example. Thus, an application workflow is constructed as follows: an initial application workflow is constructed by following the explicit dependencies from the business workflow; then the related implicit dependencies are tracked down (e.g., from a prior discovery process) and inserted into the application workflow. For example, the business workflow of a J2EE application usually describes the dependency between Web modules and EAR modules; to construct an end-to-end application workflow, the implicit dependencies expressing the relationships between each EAR module and the referenced databases are analyzed, and the databases are added as part of the application workflow.
Similarly, implicit application dependencies should also be considered when an application workflow is mapped to an IT resource workflow. A typical example used for database HA solutions is that the actual database files of a database server are placed on a shared file system or Storage Area Network (SAN); thus, there is a dependency between the database server and the shared file system, which is not expressed in the application workflow. Fig 4 shows an implicit business dependency between an EAR module and a database being inserted in the application workflow, and an implicit application dependency between the database server and a shared file system being inserted in the IT resource workflow. After the workflow has been mapped from the business level to the IT resource level, we extract the list of IT resources that are involved in each workflow. Then, the workflowresource relationship matrix for weak-point analysis is created, which contains the necessary information for the relevant IT resources for each workflow.
We assume there exist n business workflows over the SOA deployment topology, denoted W 1 , W 2 , W 3 ,...,W n . These workflows are specified with availability requirements P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ,..., P n , where 0 < P i < 1. We also assume that there are m IT resources, denoted C 1 , C 2 , ..., C m . Each resource consists of a "stack" of hardware and software components (e.g., an X86 server, a Linux Operating System, and a Websphere Application Server). Table I shows the workflow-resource relationship matrix; the relationship between business workflow W i and IT resource C j is R i,j , where R i,j is an integer count of the number of references to IT resource C j from business workflow W i . R i,j is set to 0 when resource C j is not included in the resource list of W i . For example, Fig. 5 shows a business workflow with two services, which are mapped to three IT resources, C 1 , C 2 and C 3 , plus one implicit resource C 4 that is not explicitly included in the business workflow. Note that, at the application level, Component 1 depends on Component 2 to implement Service 1, and Component 2 depends on Compo-nent 3 to implement Service 2; these dependencies are implicit business dependencies. We denote the availability capability of resource C i as P (C i ); therefore, based on the implicit dependencies discovered above, the availabilities for the two services are P (C 1 ) · P (C 2 ) · P (C 3 ) and P (C 2 ) · P (C 3 ). Thus, the availability for the workflow is P (C 1 ) · P (C 2 )
2 · P (C 3 ) 2 , and the matrix for business workflow W 1 is set to [1, 2, 2, 0] . For a standalone service that has no dependency relationships, we can simply set R i,j to 1 for all its referenced resources, and 0 for its unreferenced resources.
B. Weak-Point Analysis Module
The Weak-Point Analysis Module uses the workflowresource relationship matrix to calculate a near-optimal HA enhancement recommendation. Traditionally, HA analysis locates single points of failure in the IT infrastructure topology; for example, if there is no HA solution applied to a Web server, then it is regarded as a single point of failure. This method can be applied simply but has limitations in current SOA environments. For example, even if an IT resource has been made redundant, it still could be a weak point and more redundancy could be required to satisfy the availability requirements of the corresponding business workflows. Furthermore, the cost and HA capabilities of redundancy vary for different IT resource types; thus, it is critical to find the points in the IT infrastructure where it is most cost-effective to apply an HA solution. Based on the workflow-resource relationship matrix, weak-point analysis identifies these weak points in the IT infrastructure and calculates the cost-effective HA enhancement parameters.
At first sight, it looks like an exhaustive iteration method should be used to identify the weak points and produce HA enhancement parameters. The algorithm would be as follows: first, identify all the possible enhancement solutions for the given deployment topology; next, the solutions that satisfy the overall availability requirements are selected as candidates; finally, among these candidates, the one with minimum cost is selected as the best solution. Unfortunately, this method can only be applied to simple scenarios because when the number of IT resources in the IT infrastructure grows linearly, the computational complexity grows exponentially; consequently, the exhaustive iteration method can hardly be applied to realworld scenarios. Moveover, in SOA environments, the IT infrastructure must be very flexible so that it can quickly adapt to changing business requirements; therefore, the HA analysis may be invoked frequently and should be processed quickly to provide a cost-effective solution.
To address the above challenges, we describe a weak-point analysis methodology in Section III. It utilizes a Lagrange multiplier method of constrained optimization to calculate the optimal HA enhancement recommendation over the SOA deployment topology subject to a utility function, and produces the HA enhancement parameters for each relevant IT resource.
C. HA Pattern Mapping Module
Based on the optimized HA enhancement recommendation, the HA Pattern Mapping Module applies relevant HA patterns to the identified weak points. These patterns may be generic (e.g., clustering, hot standby) or product-specific (e.g., DB2 HADR -High Availability for Disaster Recovery). The goal of this module is to finally produce an HA-enhanced deployment topology that satisfies the business-level availability requirements with a minimum overall cost.
In this module (see Fig. 6 ), each HA pattern is associated with an applicable IT resource type (e.g., a J2EE application server or a DB2 database), and provides transformation and configuration logic for applying the pattern. For each weak point identified in the IT infrastructure, a list of compatible HA patterns is generated using two matching mechanisms. The first is the applicable-type match: if the weak point is a single IT resource, then HA patterns whose applicable type is equal to this resource type are considered compatible. The second is the pattern match: if the weak point is already a redundant HA solution (e.g., a cluster), then HA patterns that can generate this HA solution are considered as compatible.
From the list of matched HA patterns (perhaps under the guidance of the software architect), one is selected and configured with the HA enhancement parameters. Then, the pattern transformation and configuration logic is used to generate an HA solution that is deployable in IT environments.
III. ALGORITHM
A key contribution of our weak-point analysis methodology is to attach availability requirements to the business workflow and then to map these workflows to the IT infrastructure, carrying the availability requirements down to the level of the individual IT resources, where they can be analyzed. In this section, we describe a methodology for making HA enhancement recommendations to meet the business-level availability objectives, while keeping the overall cost close to the minimum. In this methodology, the current availability capability for each workflow is first calculated according to the component failure behavior parameters obtained from historical data and experience: Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF), Mean Time To Repair (MTTR), etc. Secondly, it is checked whether the availability requirements for each business workflow have been satisfied. Thirdly, for the affected workflows, the relevant IT resources are identified as availability weak points, and appropriate HA patterns are recommended in order to meet the availability requirements.
A. Availability Optimization Problem
A simple example is depicted in Fig. 7 (a) to illustrate the availability optimization problem. In this example, we have two business workflows (W 1 and W 2 ) and four underlying IT resources (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 ). The workflow specification module constructs the workflow-resource relationship matrix (see Fig. 7 (b)). In this example, finding an optimized HA enhancement recommendation requires the iterative testing of various HA solutions and different redundancy degrees: for each IT resource, various HA solutions could be applicable, and for the redundancy-based HA solution, different redundancy degrees should be explored.
More generally, to make an optimal HA enhancement recommendation for an SOA deployment topology, three optimization dimensions should be iteratively explored: i) every IT resource in the deployment topology could be an HA enhancement candidate; ii) a variety of HA solutions could be applied to a given IT resource; and iii) each of these HA solutions could rely on different redundancy degrees. Such an iterative exploration requires exponential computation time. Due to this computation complexity, it is inapplicable for large-scale IT infrastructures, which are frequently used in real-world SOA environments.
Let us now rigorously define this availability optimization problem.
We denote the n business workflows over the SOA deployment topology as W 1 ,W 2 ,W 3 ,...,W n . These workflows are specified with availability requirements P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 ,...,P n , where 0 < P i < 1. We also assume that there are m IT resources, denoted by C 1 ,C 2 ,...,C m . We construct a workflow-resource relationship matrix where IT resources depended upon by each workflow are identified; each matrix entry R j,i expresses the dependency degree from workflow W j to IT resource C i as previously described. For instance, if IT resource C i is referenced three times by a given business workflow W j , its dependency degree R j,i will be recorded as 3.
A resource vector can be defined for a given workflow
For simplicity, we express this as (R j,1 ,R j,2 ,...,R j,m ). Based on the above definition, for a given IT resource C i , its intrinsic availability capability (e.g., based on historical experience) is denoted by P(C i ), and its cost is denoted by h(C i ,n i ) where n i is the redundancy degree (e.g., cluster size) of this resource. For a given workflow W j , its current availability capability can be calculated by P(W j ). These calculation functions will be discussed in Section III.B.
The optimization problem becomes finding a costeffective HA enhancement recommendation described as ( C 1 ,n 1 , C 2 ,n 2 ,..., C m ,n m ) where C i denotes the original IT resource, and n i denotes the new redundancy degree for C i . This enhancement recommendation keeps the overall cost minimal while satisfying all availability requirements for each business workflow. Formally, the availability optimization problem is defined as a constrained optimization problem as follows:
Find an HA enhancement recommendation
) is minimized and the following conditions are satisfied:
Each enhancement parameter is defined as X i = n i /n i to capture the enhancement degree for resource C i ; an enhancement cost function is defined as
to calculate the cost of HA enhancement for resource C i . To find an optimal enhancement solution, we need to iteratively explore different HA solutions for each IT resource and different redundancy degrees for each HA solution.
Returning to the example depicted in Fig. 7 , finding an optimized HA enhancement recommendation boils down to solving the following constrained optimization problem:
is minimized and the following conditions are satisfied:
In this problem, the bound inequality constraints are set according to different resource types: 32 as the upper bound for the HA cluster of HTTP servers (resource C1), 16 for the WAS application server (resources C2 and C3), 2 for the DB2 database server (resource C4).
B. Calculations
Currently, the most frequently used [7] [8] definition of availability is the uptime ratio, which is a close approximation of the steady state availability value and represents the percentage of time a computer system is available throughout its useful life time. This uptime ratio can be defined as follows:
where MTTR is the expected time to recover from a failure, and MTBF is the expected time interval from one failure of a system to the next. With this definition, the uptime ratio lies in the range from 0 to 1 (in practice, one hopes the lower bound is limited to 0.9 at worse). We assume that MTBF, MTTR and the uptime ratio can be measured empirically or directly obtained from product documentation. The availability calculation for IT resources, HA solutions, and workflows are respectively defined as follows.
Usually, an IT resource is a hosting stack composed of different layers of resource components such as middleware, an operating system, and a physical server, with the "top" of the stack being the IT resource that we are really interested in. In a hosting stack, the failure of any component will generally result in the failure of everything "above" it in the stack, which will further lead to unavailable services hosted by this IT resource. Thus, the availability of an IT resource is given by:
where P (C i ) is the availability capability for the IT resource C i which includes m resource components in its hosting stack, and P (RC j ) is the availability capability of resource component RC j . An HA solution is usually composed of several basic IT resources. When one basic IT resource in an HA solution becomes unavailable, the other resources can take over its workload to guarantee service continuity. For example, if an application server cluster is composed of m application servers, all providing the same capabilities and hosting the same applications, the overall service becomes unavailable only if all application servers fail. In this paper, we view an HA solution as a resource group; its availability can be calculated as follows:
where P (RG) is the availability capability for resource group RG, and P (C j ) is the availability capability of IT resource C j . An IT resource workflow links resources that support loosely coupled services. In such a workflow, the failure of any resource results in the failure of the whole workflow. For example, a typical IT resource workflow is a three-tier Web hosting architecture including a Web server, an application server, and a database server. Thus the availability of a workflow is given by:
where P (W ) is the availability capability for workflow W that links m IT resources, and P (C j ) is the availability capability of IT resource C j . Fig. 8 depicts an example with three IT resources, one resource group, and an IT resource workflow derived from the business workflow. The availability capability of this business workflow is:
C. Weak-Point Analysis Algorithm
Given the workflow-resource relationship matrix, we can calculate the current availability capability for each business workflow. As seen in Section II.B, we denote the availability of the m IT resources as P (C 1 ), P (C 2 ), P (C 3 ), ..., P (C m ). These availabilities can be calculated based on availability characteristics of the individual resource components, which are derived from historical measurements or manufacturer's evaluation data. As captured in the workflow-resource relationship matrix, a workflow can depend on a given IT resource in several ways. Assume that the relevant IT resources appear several times in an IT resource workflow. We can then calculate the current availability for each workflow by using Equation 6:
where P (W i ) is the current availability capability for workflow W i , and R i,j is the number of times resource C j is referenced by workflow W i . We then compare the calculated availability with the workflow availability requirement P i :
if P (W i ) ≥ P i , the requirement is met; otherwise, the availability requirement is unsatisfied, and some resources in the resource list of workflow W i need to have their availability enhanced using some HA pattern. This is an optimization problem:
Find which resources should be enhanced for the availability to meet the availability requirements, while keeping HA enhancement cost as low as possible.
A simple method of addressing an optimization problem is by enumerating all possible solutions and comparing their cost; however, this is computationally expensive for all but the simplest problems. Janakiraman et al. [9] propose an approach to search for the optimal solution through multi-tier system design, based on exhaustive iteration. In our weakpoint analysis methodology, we represent the problem as a multivariate optimization problem and calculate a near-optimal HA enhancement recommendation using the Lagrange multiplier method [10] , which is computationally more effective that Janakiraman et al.'s approach. Assume the number of workflows whose availability requirements have not yet been met is n. For workflow W i we define the enhancement parameter P W i as the amount by which that workflow's current availability needs to be enhanced to meet the availability requirement P i :
By definition, P W i ≥ 1. We also define the enhancement parameter for each resource as P C 1 , P C 2 , ..., P C m . This yields the following constraints:
In other words, the overall availability enhancement for the IT resources within the workflow should be no less than the availability enhancement requirement for the workflow. To simplify the calculations, we take the logarithm of the inequalities in Equation 8 .
For notational convenience, we replace ln (P C 1 ), ln (P C 2 ),..., ln (P C m ) by X 1 , X 2 ,...,X m : there exists 0 ≤ X i ≤ ln (
. For a failover HA pattern where only one primary server and one standby server exist in the cluster, we can adjust the upper bound to ln(
). For cluster HA patterns, we can adjust the lower bound from 0 to ln(
) if we want the initial cluster size to be n i instead of 1, and we substitute B 1 , B 2 ,...,B n for ln(P W 1 ), ln(P W 2 ),..., ln(P W n ). Therefore the following constraints should be satisfied:
The above constraints form a continuous region for the solutions in the multi-dimensional space S(X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ,..., X m ). Let the utility function f be the overall cost of the HA enhancement. Let us prove that the closed lower boundaries of the solution space include the optimal solution for the minimum enhancement cost (i.e., we can achieve the optimal solution for the utility function f subject to the constrained solution space of the closed lower boundaries).
Theorem 1: The closed lower boundaries of the solution region in the multi-dimensional space S(X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ,..., X m ) include the optimal solution P opt . Proof: Assume there exists an optimal solution point P (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m ) in the constraint space beyond the closed lower boundaries; we need to prove that there exists a solution point that is a better solution than point P , and therefore the optimal solution P opt is located in the closed lower boundaries of the constraint space.
We define ⇒ Xi as the mapping from point
in the closed lower boundary B i along decreasing direction in the X i dimension:
.., X m ). ∵ 0 < X i < X i and the utility function f always has positive correlation with enhancement parameter
.., X m ) has lower cost than P 1 (X 1 , ..., X i , ..., X m ). Thus the former assumption that P (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m ) is an optimal solution point is untenable, which proves that the optimal solution exists on some closed lower boundary of the constraint space.
Therefore, the closed lower boundaries for the constraint space can be expressed with the equation:
where g(X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m ) is a piecewise function that depicts the different closed boundaries. The optimized HA enhancement recommendation is eventually determined by the overall utility function. The utility function for a given resource C i is associated with two parameters: n i , the original HA cluster size of resource C i (for standalone resources, n i is set to 1), and X i , the enhancement parameter for resource C i . Therefore, the utility function for resource C i can be expressed as f i (n i , X i ), and the overall cost as:
For example, the utility function f i (n i , X i ) can be defined as:
where n i denotes the cluster size of resource C i after HA enhancement, and E i denotes the HA enhancement cost per unit (e.g., it can include the initial fixed cost for purchasing hardware and software, and the annual maintenance cost). The utility function is then determined by the business service providers who want to provide appropriate IT resources to support their business services at an appropriate cost; it may vary according to their demands. We can now calculate n i according to X i .
In the above formula, P (C i ) denotes the enhanced availability for resource C i and P (C i ) denotes the availability of one single resource. Therefore the optimized recommendation can be calculated with the utility function subject to the constraint with the equation g(X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m ) = 0. By using the Lagrange multiplier method [10] , we construct the auxiliary function F (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m , λ) to calculate the optimized recommendation (see Equation 14) , where f (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m ) denotes the utility function and g(X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m ) denotes the function for the constraint space:
By calculating the following partial derivatives according to the Lagrange multiplier method, we finally get the optimized
With the optimized HA enhancement recommendation (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m ), we can get the enhanced availabilities (P (C 1 ), P (C 2 ), ..., P (C m )), and the exact HA solutions can be found (e.g., whether a cluster should be constructed and the size of that cluster). Assume we need n members to support the HA cluster; the availability capability for the cluster is:
According to Equation 13 , the size of the cluster can be calculated as follows:
Leveraging the domain information for the resource component, the HA cluster pattern can be generated and configured into the deployment topology.
D. Computational Complexity
In this section, we compare the computational complexity of the exhaustive iteration method with that of our weak-point analysis methodology.
Assume that there exist n candidate IT resources that may need to be HA enhanced. We set the upper bound for the cluster size of any resource to k (this is necessary for the iteration method, but not for our methodology). For the exhaustive iteration method, the computational complexity to reach the optimal solution is k
For our Lagrange multiplier-based method, the solution is calculated by solving the set of equations in Equation 15 . The computational complexity is only bound by the number of variables in the equations, which have the computational complexity of a polynomial: O(n m ), where m is a constant. As a result, our method better scales and has a much lower computational complexity than the exhaustive iteration method when the number of candidate IT resources is large.
Furthermore, we use a weight-based optimization mechanism to reduce calculation complexity for very large-scale deployment topologies. Since the number of candidate IT resources for availability enhancement can be extremely large in such topologies, it is useful to have a way to reduce the number of candidate IT resources, in order to simplify the calculations required by Equation 15 .
The principle of our weight-based optimization mechanism is to select a subset of the IT resources, based on weights, for use in our weak-point analysis methodology. We exploit the fact that enhancing the availability of the resources involved in more workflows with critical availability requirements will yield a better overall HA enhancement for the workflows. To this end, we propose the following mechanism to select relevant IT resources.
The weight for resource C j is defined as
where R i,j denotes the integer value defined in the workflowresource relationship matrix, and P i denotes the availability requirement of workflow W i . The priority list of IT resources can then be determined according to their weights: the resources that support more workflows and more availabilitycritical workflows are given higher weights. According to the priority list, the top q resources can be selected to calculate the HA enhancement recommendation; the calculated result is a near optimal solution only for the q candidate resources that are taken into consideration, but the computation complexity can be reduced according to the selected number q (i.e., the calculation is only based on the selected IT resources). This weight-based optimization mechanism provides a flexible trade-off between quality and performance. For very largescale deployment topologies, adapting to the dynamics of the environment usually requires making decisions to achieve business agility. In this scenario, weight-based optimization becomes important and useful to quickly generate a suboptimal enhancement recommendation, rather than finding the optimal solution too late (due to computation time). Moreover, in our experimental evaluation, we found that this performance optimization not only reduced computation complexity, but also generated the same result as the original weak-point analysis methodology, when the top 60% of the IT resources were selected according to their weight. The reason could be that the weight calculation has properly indicated the importance of each resource.
E. Practical Considerations
In some cases of HA enhancement, substituting an IT resource with inherently better availability characteristics may be more appropriate than using a cluster or a failover solution. For example, rather than applying a hot-standby solution to an instance of DB2 running on an x86 platform, it may be preferable to replace it with an instance of DB2 running on zOS on a mainframe.
Based on this observation, we propose an algorithm for selecting alternative IT resources. Here we abstract our availability weak-point analysis methodology into a function WeakPointAnalysis(). As shown in Algorithm 1, we first generate all possible resource lists and relevant utility functions according to the various candidate resource types specified by the user. Next, we use the function WeakPointAnalysis() to calculate various solutions according to these lists. This enables us to choose the best solution among all candidates.
As we saw in Section III.D, the exhaustive iteration method has an exponential computing complexity, in contrast to the polynomial computing complexity of our weak-point analysis methodology. Conversely, the exhaustive iteration method finds the optimal solution, whereas our methodology calculates a near-optimal solution. Consequently, we see that there is a tradeoff between these two methods. The exhaustive iteration method performs better when computing complexity is low; consequently, when the topology only contains a limited number of resources and their maximum cluster size is not too large, we should use the exhaustive iteration method to make sure we calculate the optimal solution; but when the topology contains many resources and/or the cluster size is large, our Lagrange multiplier-based method is more efficient. Based on this remark, we propose the algorithm COMB (see Algorithm 2) .
First, we evaluate the computing complexity C for the current case, according to the number of IT resources and their maximum cluster sizes. Next, we compare it with a threshold value C threshold to decide whether to use the iteration method or our weak-point analysis methodology. 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND LESSONS LEARNED To assess the usefulness of our weak-point analysis methodology in real-life scenarios, we implemented it as an extension to IBM's SOA deployment framework [11] .
A. SOA Deployment Framework
The underlying SOA deployment framework is a modeldriven platform based on a core metamodel and various domain-specific metamodels. The core metamodel is a representation that captures the common aspects of the IT infrastructure configuration syntax, structure, and semantics. In this core metamodel, the type "Unit" is defined to capture the IT resource components (e.g., database systems or operating systems). The function of a resource component is defined via Capabilities attached to its representative Unit; its requirements are defined by formal Requirement specifications on the Unit.
Two kinds of relationships are defined in the core metamodel: HostingLink and DependencyLink. HostingLink specifies that one Unit will be the host for another Unit (e.g., a server will be the host for an operating system). These links are restricted according to the Capabilities of the hosting Unit and the Requirements of the hosted Unit. DependencyLink specifies that one Unit (the source) has some (non-hosting) dependency on another Unit (the target); again, these are restricted according to the Requirements of the source and the Capabilities of the target. The core metamodel is further extended by domain-specific metamodels; for example, server, operating system, and database domains can be further defined. The defined HostingLink and DependencyLink are directly used for our workflow mapping as described in Section II.
Based on these metamodels, an implementation of this SOA deployment framework has been built to help create SOA deployment topologies [11] .
B. Weak-Point Analysis Tool
As depicted in Fig. 9 , our weak-point analysis tool is added to the SOA deployment framework. We use BPEL to specify business workflows, which are further mapped over the SOA deployment topology. Business workflows can be described in two ways: executable business workflows that model the actual behavior of a participant in a business interaction; or abstract business workflows that fulfill a descriptive role and usually hide some of the concrete operational details. BPEL business workflows refer here to abstract workflows, and therefore do not capture detailed interaction behaviors.
As described in Sections II and III, the tool includes three modules. The Workflow Specification Module takes a deployment topology and business workflows expressed in BPEL as inputs, and constructs the workflow-resource relationship matrix. The Weak-Point Analysis Module uses this matrix to identify availability weak points in the deployment topology, and produces HA enhancement parameters. Finally, using these parameters, the HA Pattern Mapping Module generates proper patterns for each weak point and automatically transforms the SOA deployment topology.
In the Weak-Point Analysis Module, two methods are implemented: the exhaustive iteration method and our weakpoint analysis methodology.
With this tool, two scenarios can be supported: i) designtime HA verification/planning for a new deployment, and ii) maintenance-time HA upgrade/resolution for an existing IT infrastructure. In the first scenario, the deployment designer creates an SOA deployment topology, including applications and IT resources; then, weak-point analysis is performed to determine whether the current design can meet the businesslevel availability requirements, and to give recommendations to improve the design. In the second scenario, which is usually triggered by availability issues, the existing IT infrastructure is discovered and imported into the SOA deployment framework as a deployment topology, then weak-point analysis is performed to calculate the HA enhancement recommendation.
We applied our weak-point analysis to the deployment topology presented in Section III.A, where two business workflows (W 1 and W 2 ) and four IT resources (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 ) are defined. With this tool, it becomes quite easy to identify the availability weak points and make an HA enhancement recommendation. As depicted in Fig. 10 , the SOA deployment topology created by the SOA deployment framework is first imported, then BPEL files describing business workflows are imported and mapped to services exposed by applications. Based on the deployment topology and the business workflows, the workflow-resource relationship matrix is constructed and weak-point analysis is applied to make the HA enhancement recommendation. Finally, this enhancement recommendation can be mapped to HA patterns in the deployment framework for detailed configuration and implementation.
C. Experimental Settings
We illustrate the efficiency of our weak-point analysis methodology with a simple experimental scenario. The parameters for resource availability and cost are given in Table II . In this table, we allocate the failure behavior (MTTR, MTBF) and cost (ColdCost, ActiveCost, RepairCost) for each resource component comprising the three-tier stack of the specified IT resources. Availability parameters have already been discussed at the beginning of Section III. The cost parameters specify various costs associated with the components: ColdCost specifies the cost when the component is powered off (e.g., as a cold spare); ActiveCost specifies the cost when the component is powered on (e.g., as a hot spare). Their differences may account for the electrical power costs that are incurred only when the hardware is powered on, and the software license cost if a software component has a usage-based licensing scheme. RepairCost specifies the annual cost to repair the component when the component is down. The annual cost of a component is the sum of the annual cost to operate it and the initial cost of the component annualized by dividing by its useful lifetime in years. The annual cost of an IT resource is the sum of the annual cost of all its components. In this scenario, we have four IT resources to host relevant Web services. Table III depicts the components of these resources. In Table IV , we specify two BPEL workflows over the application and resource topologies.
D. Performance Evaluation
Based on the above parameters, our weak-point analysis tool computes the utility function and the workflow-resource relationship matrix. For comparison, we calculate the HA enhancement recommendations through two approaches: the exhaustive iteration method and our weak-point analysis methodology. Using the exhaustive iteration method, we generate the optimal solution by simply iterating all possible solutions for the availability requirements, and selecting the solution with minimum overall cost according to various cost metrics. For our weak-point analysis methodology, we use MATLAB [12] to perform the calculations, using the fmincon algorithm with medium-scale optimization [13] in the MATLAB optimization toolbox. Finally, we compare these two methods in two respects: solution efficiency and computational complexity.
For the solution efficiency, we compare the overall cost for the solutions found by the two different methods. On Fig.  11 , we see that the overall cost increases as the availability requirement increases; the exhaustive iteration method can always achieve the optimal cost when the upper bound for cluster size is large enough. We also see that our weak-point analysis methodology finds the optimal solution most of the time. The reason for any disparity is our use of the Lagrange multiplier method, which yields as a solution a vector with fractional values, whereas the practical solution must be a vector of integer values (one cannot deploy 1.2 application servers!). Therefore, the solution we recommend may not be the actual optimal solution, but it is near-optimal and can achieve the minimum overall cost in most cases.
For the computational complexity, we compare the number of computation instructions of each method to calculate the optimal solutions for a given number of IT resources (see Table V ). In the experiment, we set the upper bound of the cluster size to 10, since if this upper bound is too small while the optimal solution value is beyond the upper bound, then the exhaustive iteration method is unable to find the optimal solution. As Table V shows, as the number of candidate IT resources increases, the computational complexity for the exhaustive iteration method increases exponentially, making the calculation of the optimal solution extremely expensive for environments with merely tens of resources. Conversely, with our weak-point analysis methodology, the computational complexity increases relatively slowly. When the number of resources reaches 30, the complexity is only 3011 (compared to 10 30 with the exhaustive iteration method).
E. System Availability Evaluation
As a statistical Key Performance Indicator (KPI), system availability is usually difficult to evaluate and predict because the system environment and conditions are always changing. Failures that have previously happened may not occur again, and new failure modes may appear in the future. Meanwhile, it is quite difficult to perform availability evaluations by running real systems, since it usually takes too much time to observe a failure. Error injection, as a variant of stress testing [14] , is useful to evaluate the availability of a single IT component. However, for composite IT systems, it is very difficult to inject errors into some commodity IT components; in addition, the injected errors could also deviate from the real-life environment and may never happen.
Our availability model is based on the assumption that the future availability of an IT resource can be predicted using its historical availability data. Based on this assumption, we simulate the enhanced HA systems with historical data to evaluate their availability. Our method predicts the availability of an HA system by applying the historical failures of a single IT resource. Here, we take workflow W 2 in the deployment topology in Fig. 7 as an example: this workflow invokes Service5, Service6 and Service7 successively, which are respectively hosted by C1, C2, and C4. According to our weakpoint analysis, the current resource configuration cannot meet the availability requirement 99.9%, and C1 (HTTPServer) and C4 (DB2 Database Server) are identified as weak points. A load-balanced HA cluster and a DB2 HADR solution are selected to resolve these weak points, respectively.
As in Fig. 12(a) , before HA enhancement, the availability of workflow W 2 is 99.8%, i.e., about 938 minutes downtime per year (since the downtimes of C1, C2 and C4 overlap, the overall downtime is less than the sum of 1028 minutes). Here, the downtime histories for each single IT resource are extracted from availability monitoring data. After HA enhancement, we perform availability simulations on the HA enhanced resources by applying failure histories of the IT resources. In the simulations, failures of an HTTP server in C1 are masked by load balancing across an HA cluster, where another peer HTTP server can take over to continuously provide the service. Rather than requiring a full restore from a failed HTTP server, the failover only takes 2 minutes. Similarly, the failure of the DB2 database in C4 is handled by deploying a DB2 HADR solution, where the standby database takes over from the failed primary. Rather than restarting a failed DB2 database server, the failover only takes 5 minutes. Thus, based on our simulations, downtimes for C1, C2 and C4 are respectively 10 mins, 340 mins and 10 mins, and overall downtime of workflow W 2 is reduced to 360 mins per year, which indicates 99.9% availability.
V. RELATED WORK
Reliability models and analysis have been intensively studied. Dugan and Trivedi [15] proposed Markov, semi-Markov, nonhomogeneous Markov, and extended stochastic Petri net models for computing coverage. Rugina and Kanoun [16] proposed a stepwise approach for system dependability modeling using Architecture Analysis and Design Language. These models and analyses focus on the reliability of a single computer system whereas we consider several.
For distributed systems, Van Moorsel [17] proposed an action model for reliability evaluation of fault-tolerant distributed computing systems, including both software and hardware in the analysis. Reliability Block Diagrams [18] , another wellknown availability model used by Kapur and Lamberson, is capable of evaluating complex distributed and redundant systems. These methods mainly focus on modeling system availabilities, while our methodology focuses on how to better satisfy business-level availability requirements based on system-level availability capabilities.
Based on these reliability/availability models, current research on availability analysis gives more emphasis to designtime plan and runtime analysis. Robinson and Polozoff pro-posed a way to plan for availability in the IT infrastructure [19] , showing how to plan and design availability solutions in the end-to-end project lifecycle. They provide a framework for availability evaluation but are not able to detect availability weak points. Chen et al. [20] proposed Pinpoint, a dynamic analysis methodology that automates problem determination in large, dynamic Internet services, by leveraging coarse-grained tagging of numerous real client requests at runtime combined with data mining techniques to determine the fault components. Our work addresses the availability analysis issue over an IT infrastructure at design time, leveraging business-level workflows to specify the high-level availability requirements, while Chen et al.'s work focuses on problem determination by leveraging data mining techniques, and can hardly be applied to availability analysis to provide quantifiable HA enhancement recommendations.
Besides availability analysis, many HA solutions and mechanisms have been developed. Cluster failover products such as IBM WASCluster [2] , HP MC/Serviceguard [21] , SunCluster [22] , and Trucluster [23] detect nodes that fail, automatically replace them with other nodes running failover application components, and reintegrate failed nodes into active service when they recover from failure. IBM Director [24] detects resource exhaustion in its software components and automates the rejuvenation of these components at appropriate intervals. These HA solutions and mechanisms are modeled as HA patterns in our work, and they are further used as building blocks in availability planning. Our weak-point analysis methodology is based on these HA solutions.
As part of business-driven IT management, weak-point analysis is also trying to align IT resource with business availability requirements by automating the design and configuration of IT systems. Janakiraman et al. proposed AVED [9] , a proofof-concept design automation engine to generate cost-effective solutions from high-level application requirements using the exhaustive iteration method. They also present a businessaware, policy-based IT management framework [25] that leverages Service Level Agreements and business objectives to effectively manage IT resources at runtime, although they mainly focus on automating IT management and operations. Zhang et al. proposed a QoS-Aware Optimization Framework [26] to minimize the number of machines subject to response time and throughput requirements, utilizing the cross-layer relationship from business level to IT resource level; their work gives more emphasis to performance optimization.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a workflow-based methodology to perform availability weak-point analysis over an SOA deployment framework. This compute-efficient methodology is able to calculate a near-optimal solution; it minimizes the overall HA enhancement cost while satisfying the businesslevel availability requirements. We have showed by experimental evaluation that our analysis methodology can find a near-optimal solution and outperforms the exhaustive iteration method in computational efficiency.
A number of additional aspects still need to be addressed for providing high availability in an SOA deployment topology. One is the identification of availability weak points in the network, and corresponding HA patterns to improve the network availability when necessary. This is somewhat different from our current work, as the network typically is burdened with security and isolation constraints that need to be taken into account while the availability weak points are addressed. Additional follow-on work is to take performance requirements into account, because different HA solutions have various performance impacts on the IT infrastructure and business workflows. For example, cluster-based HA solutions generally improve performance while failover-based HA solutions usually degrade performance.
